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- Cluss Sapply Smocked Rotary Cutter Bag by Vaune Pierce

This project is a Rotary Cutter Bag. With a little smocking and a little construction, you will
have a lined, zippered bag to carry your rotary cutter, a used blade canister, and it even has a pocket
to hold spare blades!
The smocking for this project includes some smocking stitches that are not used in most smocking
plates. They are not difficult, and I will give you tips on how to stitch them so that the result is even,
full, untwisted stitches.
The Turret Stitch, a crossover Trellis Stitch, and Bars are the 3 stitches that we will be working on this
design. I will contact you prior to class for color information for floss.

Kit Fee: $ 15, Kit includes pleated insert, Instructions for smocking
Class Experience Level:

and construction, Petite Piping Cord

{!!

Supplies Needed:
2 colors Coton a Broder #25,Floche, or Stranded cotton floss to coordinate with your fabric
-sharp embroidery scissors
-magnification and lighting if you need it
- Outer fabric - 2 pieces of fabric, 10" wide by 9" high
- Lining fabric - 2 pieces of fabric, 10" wide by 9" high
- Pocket fabric - 1 piece of fabric that is 10" wide by 4" high
- Petite Piping - 4 pieces that are 12" long
- Zipper - 9"
- lnterfacing - 2 pieces of Pellon 987, Fusible interfacing
- 1 snap
- 2 or 3 - 7 Darner needles (can use for smocking, but will use 2 for Bars)
- 10 Sharp needle - to finish bag lining.
- Sewing machine thread to match fabric
- Thread that is a contrasting color to mini-piping
If you have questions, call me at 805-529-5005.
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